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Following the dramatic events at the Cavern Tavern,
including the escape of evil Lord Dranor, the Elf
Princess Tabitha Orestes had assumed her rightful
place as the High Queen of the Elvish Realm. Her
heart had been heavy, for it would take a long time to
heal the Five Realms from the damage that Lord
Dranor had caused. The Princess also knew that
increasing the unity among the races of the Five
Realms was vital. It would be disastrous if the
Halflings, Elves, Humans, Dwarfs, Green Elves and
Trobits started grumbling again. Princess Tabitha
carried the weight of the world on her shoulders, and
she had known from the start that she could not carry
it alone.
Caveborn was her one chance to make the future
work, to make peace work; but for that to happen, the
city had to run properly. The Princess needed to show
the world that her capital could be peaceful and
prosperous, and that she could rule. And so, she had
invited some of the best people she knew to help her
run it, forming the Stone Council.
Five years had passed since the Council’s forming,
and in those years many Councillors had come and
gone. Princess Tabitha took pains to ensure that she
appointed Councillors who had contributed to the
growth of Caveborn, and who would help the city
continue to flourish well into its future...
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The boy held his breath, expecting shouts, screams, or a
sudden slap to the side of his head. But nothing happened.
Very, very carefully, the boy unfolded his gangly form
from where he had been hiding beside the empty wine
kegs under the window of The Orc’s Head Inn, and peered
back up the alley he had come hurtling down just moments
before.
He could see nothing; or, more accurately, nothing out of
the ordinary. In front of the boy stretched the narrow
alleyway, littered with stacks of crates and empty wine
bottles, and one black-and-white feral cat was sniffing the
discarded head of a fish from the Inn’s kitchen. Sunlight
streamed into the alleyway on this, another hot day in the
Five Realms, and the sound and noise of the market
beyond filled the air.
“Cockles! Eels! Fresh fish!”
“Carpenters wanted! Come join the Honourable Carpenters
Guild!”
“Make way for the caravan! Move it! Out the way!”
The youth smiled crookedly, pulling his shabby brown
cloak closer around his bony shoulders. The new city of
Caveborn was a busy place, and he knew that he would be
able to slip easily through the crowds. Stretching a little as
he stood up, the youth started to saunter back towards the
market, his pockets jangling with the weight of other
people’s gold.
“Not so fast!” a voice hissed at the end of the alleyway as a
shadow eclipsed the blazing sun. Oh, crap, the young thief
thought as he recognised both the voice and the form. The
woman whose wild black hair was barely constrained with
a band wore the blue-and-green armour and uniform that
marked her as a member of the Caveborn City Guard. Not
just any member; this person was none other than Captain
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Nya of the Caveborn Guard, the woman who had been
chasing him for the better part of the morning. Why
couldn’t she just leave him alone? Didn’t she know when
to give up? The boy snarled at her in frustration before
turning and running the opposite way down the alley.
“Oh, you little…” Nya groaned, before launching into a
sprint after the thief. The woman was tall, with long limbs
well-honed from years of training both in the old King
Orestes’ High Guard and now as the Captain of Princess
Tabitha’s Caveborn Guard. Running down a street-thief on
the very streets that she had helped to build shouldn’t be
such a problem for her. Only she was tired, and she had
been chasing this little oik all morning, as well as off and
on throughout the summer.
The boy was starting to get a bit of a name for himself, and
Nya might have congratulated him if she had been in a
brighter mood. Thieves who came to the new city of
Caveborn looking to make a name for themselves ended up
attracting the attention of the Caveborn Guard, and if they
were really good at stealing, they caught the unwelcome
notice of Captain Nya in person.
“Halt! In the name of the Princess!” Nya shouted, but the
young lad clearly had no intention at all of doing so.
Instead, he hit the high wooden fence that marked the end
of The Orc’s Head Inn and vaulted over the side as lithely
as if he were a cat. The Guard Captain hit the wall with not
quite the same dexterity or grace, as she was weighted
down with armour. Given the heat and the chase, she
reflected, it was fortunate that she had abandoned her
breastplate, shield and spear for today’s patrol. After a few
muttered curses to any gods that might be listening (and
laughing, Nya thought), she managed to scramble over the
wall, to find herself in the beer garden of The Orc’s Head –
and in the middle of a raucous Trobit name-day party.
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Where has the Human boy gone? Nya wondered irritably
as she wriggled out of a bear hug generously bestowed on
her by one of the largest of the mottled-skin Trobits – who
also appeared to be one of the most drunk, and was clearly
one of the most friendly.
“We’re so ‘appy to be ‘ere in Caveborn!” The Trobit
burped as he tottered on his feet. “A new life, they
promised – an’ a new life we got!” he roared.
Captain Nya sighed. I’m sure things were easier when I
just took orders from the old High King Orestes…

s
Under cover of the cheers and shouts of the celebrating
Trobits, the boy crawled under chair legs and past dirty,
cracked boots held together with nails and barely covering
the immense creatures’ stinking feet. He congratulated
himself on choosing the diversion well, although he hadn’t
known that the Trobits would be quite so enthusiastic as to
grab the Guard Captain and attempt to show her the finer
steps of the Trobit Duck-Step Waltz (a folk dance that all
Trobits were taught at a young age, or so it appeared).
I mean, Caveborn has only been in existence for five years,
the young thief thought as he squeezed down the far side
of the building and out into the market once again. Who
would have thought that anyone had time to become so
enthusiastic over this place? The youth looked around at
his surroundings. The buildings had only just managed to
acquire a first patina of use. A few scars and marks still
showed on the wooden stilts of buildings that hadn’t yet
been upgraded to stone, and the smell of fresh pine
shavings, linseed oil and tar hung in the air from the
construction work going on all around the young city.
Fools, the Human thief thought, wrapping his cloak about
his shoulders as he turned away from the market and
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towards the warehouses that sat along one side of the
newly-built city. If the plazas and markets were the
thumping heart of the business and life of the city, then the
warehouse district, with docks pushing into the Dragon
Run River, were its guts. It was here that food sailed up
and down river each day from every one of the Five
Realms, keeping the new city well-fed and thriving. It was
also here that money and merchants and settlers poured
into the city every hour of every day, everyone looking for
a new life…
Or to make some money, the thief thought to himself, his
steps turning to avoid a new wave of settlers being led into
the town by one of the apprentice tour guides. These
settlers seemed to be a mixture of Humans and Green
Elves, fresh from the boat, and carrying all of their
possession on their backs.
No time to give these newest residents of Caveborn a
proper rogue’s greeting, the thief thought sadly, truly a
tragedy, since their pockets bulged with whatever riches
and trinkets they had carried with them! Ah well, time
enough later to lighten their load.
The young man scuffed his toes as he made his way past
first one warehouse, and then another, turning back and
forth through the switchback lanes. He could afford to be
charitable, for he knew that his current employer would
pay him very handsomely indeed for his time already
spent.
The thief stopped outside one of the largest and oldest of
the warehouses, half-covered with wooden boards whilst
the rest was cladded in stone. A tiny set of stone stairs led
to a door on the upper floor with a small sign hanging over
it. “Councillor Martok’s Emporium” the sign read, and the
youth’s strides quickened as he took the steps two at a time
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to the top, where he tapped on the black-painted door
quickly and lightly.
“Yesh!? What is it?” a voice shouted from inside. An
angry voice; but that didn’t bother the thief, as the owner
of the voice was always angry. Well, almost always angry;
he wouldn’t be when he heard what the thief had brought
him.
“I thought I said no visitors?” the voice called out. A small
brass bell jangled and chimed above the door as it
squeaked open to reveal a Dwarf with dark hair, a bald
head and a cherry-red nose. On seeing the thief, Martok’s
eyes suddenly went wide. “Ooh! It’s you! Did you get it?”
The Dwarf looked up and down the street below them
before hurriedly beckoning the thief in.
Inside, the boy looked around the small and cluttered
office belonging to this Council member of the city of
Caveborn. Scroll racks overflowed, and a heavy wooden
desk was piled with maps and charts and invoices, all
covered in black, spidery writing. At the foot of the desk
stood small treasure chests secured with chains, as well as
a bottle of expensive Elixir.
“Yeah, I got it.” The thief nodded, reaching into one of the
hidden pockets in his shabby brown cloak to pull out the
package that he had stolen. “They were meeting in The
Orc’s Head Inn, of all places. Thought they were being
real quiet, so I pretended to be a serving boy while I
pinched it.” The package itself appeared to be a collection
of letters wrapped in green leather and tied with red
ribbon. The leather was embossed with the round insignia
of a raven with splayed claws, under which was written a
name, Osonia Beilen.
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“No, Sir Lusys, I will not be hurried!” the Elf Princess
Tabitha said from her place at the arched window of the
Royal Palace. She was tall and, like all Elves, willowy,
with almond-shaped eyes that glittered and swirled with
colour. But this princess was unlike the other royals and
nobles that the old Elvish General had spent time with. She
wore fine clothes, but not over-fine. She favoured widelegged trousers to a skirt, and her bodice was tight without
being constricting.
She also doesn’t wear as much gold and silver as the other
royals used to, the old Elf thought approvingly. Princess
Tabitha had been through a lot in her young life – but she
had achieved a lot as well. The stepdaughter of the old
High King of the Elvish Realm was his heir by love and
law, if not by blood. She had watched as her father’s
careful work to join together the Five Realms was torn
apart by the evil usurper Lord Dranor, At the start, she had
supported the newcomer and believed him to be the
rightful ruler. After the extent of Lord Dranor’s perfidy
had been revealed at the Cavern Tavern, the Princess had
managed to bring the realms together again, and to rebuild.
And so here we are, the Elvish General thought, looking
beyond the Princess and through the open window to the
rooftops of the city below. Chimney smoke rose to form a
haze over parts of the city and, carried on the wind, the
distant sounds of bartering, cheering, and arguing could
clearly be heard. Not for the first, or last, time, the old
General wished that the Princess would take a few steps
back from the open window for her own safety. He
shuddered to think what would happen to the city if she
suddenly fell out – or worse.
“Oh, Rhys,” the Elvish General looked up to see the young
Princess regarding him with an ironic smile on her face.
“When you scowl as deeply as that, it is no wonder that
people are frightened of you.”
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“They are?” Rhys asked, but secretly he was pleased. At
least if people were afraid of him, then the Princess might
remain safe…
“And I can tell what you are thinking. That I should step
away from the open window in case an assassin sees me;
or that I should hurry and appoint a head of the Council of
Caveborn so that the city will be better off – and that I
should recruit more of my old father’s soldiers to become
City Guards…” the Elvish maiden laughed sadly.
“Well, we do need more City Guards. Councilwoman Nya
is good, but she could do with a second-in-command…”
the Elvish General croaked. His hair, white as snow, hung
about his face in the old style of the Elvish warriors, but
although he was indeed old, he did not seem infirm or
weak. If anything, his face appeared to be carved out of
granite, and a quiet strength imbued his every movement.
Each day he donned his full plate armour without thinking,
automatically, as he had worn it for so long.
“Councilwoman Nya is doing a fine job on her own,” the
Princess Tabitha pointed out, cocking her head to one side
to appraise him. “Is that the first decision that you would
take if I were to select you as Head of the Stone Council?
To spend our money on more soldiers?”
“Yes,” the General nodded. “The city needs a strong
defence. The good will and support of the Five Realms
cannot be its only protection. Sooner or later, Caveborn
will be tested.” The Elvish General’s voice was heavy with
certainty. Having lived for three hundred years, he knew a
thing or two about the ways of war.
And it was your father who taught me most of it, the old
Elf thought. He had served High King Orestes, boy and
man, for his entire life, and had expected to die in the
service of the old King. It had been a complete shock when
Lord Dranor had assumed rule of the Elvish Realm and
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General Rhys Lusys had found himself in the service of
Lord Dranor, fighting the enemies of the Elvish Throne.
Or so I had thought. The General winced, feeling that
familiar stab of shame and anger in his heart whenever he
thought of his time as the commander of all of Lord
Dranor’s armies. The number of people I killed, the
countless pointless battles I fought and won, all for that
evil Dranor’s mad lust for power. The General looked
down at his feet, ashamed, and for what seemed the
thousandth time, wondered whether he had the right to
even be here at all.
Princess Tabitha sensed some of what was going on, and
she crossed the flagstones to stand beside her trusted
Councillor and lay a gentle hand on his arm. “Lord
General, I see that you are still troubled by the past – but
know this. I want you here, Lord Rhys. No, I need you
here at this Council, because you are one of the bravest
people that I know! You might have been tricked into
doing terrible things for the Lord Dranor, but then, so were
we all. That scourge tricked us all into thinking that he was
the rightful successor to the High King. You were only
doing what you thought was best, and that is why I need
you with me – because I know you will always try to do
what is best.”
But will I make the right choices this time? Or the wrong
ones again? The Elvish General nodded his thanks to the
Princess and snapped to attention as he tried to hide his
troubled heart. He cleared his throat. “This is one of the
reasons why we need stronger guards and more soldiers,
Ma’am. Lord Dranor is still out there somewhere, as are
mercenaries and bandits, renegade Trobits and monsters. I
know that Dranor hasn’t forgotten you, and I expect that he
dreams every night of destroying what you have built here
in Caveborn.”
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“What we have built here in Caveborn,” Tabitha said,
turning back to the window and thinking for a moment.
“Let me tell you something, Councillor. Do you know the
story of how this city came to be?”
“Of course, Your Ladyship.” The Elvish General replied
abruptly. “After Dranor was ousted, you decided that there
had to be a new place, a central city where all of the people
of the Five Realms could come together to work and trade
and learn how to live in peace. It was your answer to
stopping the civil war and strife that Dranor had spent so
long in fomenting.”
“Yes. Well… almost, Lord Rhys,” Tabitha smiled to
herself, recalling events long past. “That is the how of it,
but not the why. This city was born out of a small group of
people who had gathered to meet, very much like our
Stone Council. Representatives came from every one of
the Five Realms: Halflings, Green Elves, Humans, Elves,
Dwarfs – even a Trobit was there, would you believe it –
and all of those people sought, secretly, to sue for peace.
They wanted to try to stop Dranor and the threat of a Five
Realm War by sitting down and talking, finding a way in
which they could agree to live in peace,” Tabitha said, her
voice taking on a lilting, musical quality.
“Only that meeting was infiltrated and attacked by none
other than Dranor and his Orcish allies. He wanted to stop
the spread of peace, you see, as it would have threatened
his rule if the races started actually talking to each other.
And now we get to the why of Caveborn.” The Princess
continued. “That meeting was held in the worst, the
wildest, the most disreputable and lawless place in all of
the Five Realms. Do you know what that is?”
“Easy, Ma’am, the Cavern Tavern.” Everyone knew what
the Cavern Tavern was (or still is, the Elvish General
thought). It was a haven for rogues and mercenaries and
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criminals and outcasts from every realm. It was also one of
the places that the evil Lord Dranor hated the most and
with all of his might, because the owner of the Cavern
Tavern had known Dranor’s true wickedness.
“Yes. It was there in that backwoods place that people
from all of the different realms stood shoulder to shoulder
and defended each other, and there that they came together
against Dranor. It is also there that we first talked about
creating a new city, a place where we could all come and
make peace with each other. That is why this city is called
Caveborn – because it is named after that meeting and
those brave people who created the dream.”
“Yes, Princess,” the Elvish General couldn’t quite see
what Princess Tabitha was getting at, or why she was
telling him any of this.
“That is why Caveborn is strong, Lord Rhys. Because it is
the place where people can come together and not have to
hide in the shadows. And so I am going to continue to
stand by open windows and walk amongst the people in
the street, because we have to trust each other here, yes?
And that is also why the city is only as good as the Stone
Council.” Tabitha said. “If the Stone Council can agree,
then the whole city will be happy and healthy.”
The Elvish General felt frustration rising in him, pushing
his chest out and threatening to burst through his ribcage.
“But, Princess, forgive me for being so bold – but the
Stone Council is in a shambles!” he said, a bit of the old
fire and thunder creeping into his voice.
“Lord Lusys?” the Princess looked at the Elf in alarm.
“Without a true Head of the Council – someone such as
yourself – every meeting descends into bickering and
anarchy. Martok hates Osonia, and Osonia hates everyone,
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and Nya is always too busy to attend, and Zingo is only
ever thinking about his own pockets…”
“No, Lord Rhys. I cannot be the Head of the Stone
Council. Neither can old Berk. No longer! He only stood
as the Head until now because we have been waiting for
the city to be built, to have enough people to vote and
work and live here. Now that it is self-supporting, Berk
needs to take a step back for the good of the Five Realms.
The Stone Council have to elect a leader amongst
yourselves.”
“We cannot. The General is right,” came a new voice from
the doorway, and the two arguing Elves turned to see that
it was none other than the acting Head of the Stone
Council, Berk the Town Clerk, wringing his hands as he
stepped gingerly into the tower chamber. “I am sorry, Your
Highness, I didn’t mean to intrude, but I overheard you
talking…”
Berk the Clerk was a Halfling of indeterminate years,
surely almost as old as General Lusys. His hair was
platinum white, and his eyes were so myopic that Berk
carried not one, but three pairs of spectacles, to wear
depending on whether he wanted to walk, read, or write.
“Berk, it is always a pleasure to see you here,” the Princess
said graciously, carefully moving a wooden stool out of
the way of the stumbling Clerk. “Tell me, is what the
General says true? Do you think that the Stone Council
will argue over who might replace you as Head of the
Council?”
“Yes; well, perhaps not argue. It was only a very small axe
that Martok buried into the Council table at the last
meeting, after all; and when the Human Councillors
Bogrod and Xavion had that little punch-up last year, there
weren’t that many broken bones. Not really….” Berk gave
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a nervous grin as he patted his pockets in search of the
spectacles that were stacked atop his head.
“I see.” Princess Tabitha sighed heavily. “And here I was,
hoping to abdicate. The people will think that I am as bad
as Dranor if I don’t let them have their own Stone Council,
separate and apart from my influence.”
“They would never think that, Your Highness!” the Elvish
General Rhys Lusys said immediately, and proudly.
“Thank you, Lord Rhys, but I would rather expect you to
feel that way. Listen here.” The Princess drew herself up to
her full height. “I will do as you requested. I will appoint a
Head for the Stone Council, rather than require that you
choose one amongst yourselves. But I cannot choose
someone just because I like them.” The princess looked
heavily at the General for a moment. She knew that he
would make a very good Head of the Stone Council, but
she also knew that she had to make a fair choice from
amongst all of them, and not just appoint this Elf that she
had known since she was a child.
There were, after all, many qualified Councillors on the
Stone Council.
“Here is what I will do. You will have until the full moon,
and then I will decide who has helped the city the most.
They will become the Head of the Council,” the Princess
said. “Obviously, Berk, you and I aren’t going to be in the
running for office. I need you to be the Town Clerk and
Archivist.” The ageing, bumbling Halfling nodded happily.
“I will draft a proclamation, Your Highness. Let the
contest begin!” He said with a light-hearted chuckle, whilst
beside him the towering Elvish General could only glower
more deeply.
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“Councillor Martok,” the Human Guard Captain said
forcefully, her eyes narrowing as she scanned the Dwarf’s
face. He looked shifty. He looked up to something. He
looked like he was hiding things. But then again, the City
Guard Captain knew that Martok the Dwarf always looked
shifty. It was written into his character, running as deep as
some rare Bluestone ore embedded in granite.
“Councillor Nya,” Martok grinned obsequiously, wiping a
silk handkerchief over his sweating bald head. “And just
what can I do for you on this wonderful day in the best
city-state of the Five Realms?”
Nya had arrived in Martok’s small office, situated above
his Emporium warehouse. Around her crowded the
shelves, crates, and overburdened tables of goods that
made up Martok’s most personal stash, and from where
she stood she could see at least three items of dubious
provenance. That small keg clearly had ‘King Tubb’s
Trobit Cider’ stamped on it, and Nya was sure that no one
was supposed to be able to get their hands on that. Her
eyes wandered to the desk, where stacks of scrolls and
folds of paper sat in haphazard piles.
“What’s this, Martok? More land deeds, is it?” she asked
with a slight growl. Everyone knew that Martok had his
grubby fingers on almost every transaction that came
through the river gates, and he made sure to claim his slice
of every deal. Nya picked up the topmost deed, opening it
a crack to read inside.
“I see. Up to your old tricks again, hmm?” She read the
name of the area on the map and looked at the carefullysegmented graph drawn in red ink. “You’re not colonising
the Howling Hills now, are you?” The red blotches and
lines crisscrossed the hills that rose nearby, on the opposite
side of the Dragon Run River. She was sure that Princess
Tabitha hadn’t yet bought any property there, nor
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negotiated with anyone from that side of the river to be a
part of the city.
“Aw, no one owns it up there. You know that as well as I
do, Nya!” Martok said expansively, as though it was no
big deal. “The local sheepherders drive their rangy old
ewes up there in the summer… and that’s it! What a waste
of prime real estate! Imagine if there were terraces of
houses – mansions, even – all sitting in pretty rows looking
down on the city below! I’d be doing the city a public
service, I would.” The Dwarf grinned.
“But there aren’t any springs or other fresh water sources
up there on the Howling Hills. The settlers would have to
dig their own wells, wouldn’t they?” Nya frowned,
imagining the immense amount of labour, time, and effort
that would be required, and from families who had nothing
when they arrived.
“Well, I can do them all a good deal in shovels, and my
mate Zingo does a very nice line in construction materials
and labour,” Martok replied.
I bet he does. Nya rolled her eyes. Zingo the Halfling
merchant was one of the wealthiest people in the city,
along with Martok himself and the Princess. Zingo owned
a construction yard, and Martok pushed every out-of-work
settler and homeless migrant who came into his clutches in
Zingo’s direction (all for a percentage of their wages, of
course).
“You’ve done very well for yourself, too, Councillor,”
Martok’s tone turned snide as he snatched the deed paper
from her hands. “Especially seeing where you started out
from, right? King Orestes personal High Guard...?”
Nya winced, her eyes losing focus as she stared at a place
long ago and far away. She wished that she’d never told
the Dwarf about her past. She wished she had never even
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met Martok when she did, at her lowest ebb, helpless, and
hopeless.

s
It had been almost six years ago when Nya had rocked up
to the Cavern Tavern, desperate to make peace with the
only friend in the world that mattered her, her colleague
and comrade-in-arms, the Elvish Tanelia Orisys. Nya had
heard that the presumptive High King Dranor had fled into
the wilds, and that the Princess Tabitha was now free to
make her own decisions (and her own mistakes). Nya was
glad. She had found serving in the Royal Guard under
Dranor to be odious. He was just so…shifty.
Nya remembered a time before all of this when she had
served alongside Elves and other Humans as just another
of the Royal Guards protecting the old High King Orestes.
Her best friend had been Captain Tanelia of the Royal
Guard, and together they had fought through war bands of
Orcs, Trolls and even worse, all in the name of the Elvish
Realm.
When Dranor accused the Captain of the Royal Guard of
killing the High King, Nya knew she couldn’t raise her
sword against her comrade. She had helped Tanelia to
escape; but she hadn’t accepted Tanelia’s protestations that
she had been framed.
No, Nya was a sworn Royal Guard. She wouldn’t join
Tanelia in self-imposed exile, but nor would she raise her
hand against Dranor. She had sworn to protect the Elvish
King, and protect Dranor she would and did – whether she
liked him or not.
Tanelia Orisys had never forgiven her, not even when Nya
came seeking her to apologise and make amends. No.
Tanelia refused even to speak to Nya when she turned up
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at the door of the Cavern Tavern. It was then that Nya,
broken-hearted, had met Martok the Dwarf.
“You look pretty down on your luck, friend, but I’m
guessing that you know how to use that sword at your side,
right?” The Dwarf had been cheery, offering her a seat in
his carriage, telling her that he was heading out and away,
where the opportunities were many and the rewards were
great. “Word is, the new boss lady in charge, Princess
Tabitha, has her eyes on a bit of land near the Dragon Run
River for some fancy new city.”
Nya felt she had no options left. At first, she’d been
damned by those who were convinced that Tanelia Orisys
had murdered the old High King Orestes in cold blood and
should have been brought to justice, not helped to escape,
as Nya had done. Then, when the truth came out and she
understood just how mistaken she was to have believed
that her best friend could have so cruelly killed, Nya was
damned by her friend for ever having believed such
rubbish in the first place. The Human warrior had
desperate need of a new work, a new place to live – a
reason to live – and this Dwarf was offering her the chance
to start over.
Martok continued to speak. “Well, I’ve got some friends
down there already, setting up shop for me. Import and
export, trading, selling, that kind of thing. I’m sure that a
woman good with a blade could do very well indeed in the
new city, and I also know that there is this sweet little farm
in the area that you could buy for dirt cheap – if we could
just sort of nudge the farmers to move out. Nothing illegal
of course, just, you know, convince them that they don’t
want to be living smack bang in the heart of the new city
of Caveborn. You could persuade them, couldn’t ya?”
Nya had known that the offer was dodgy. She’d heard it all
before. You didn’t get something for nothing in this world,
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and here was Martok the Dwarf, offering her the
opportunity to become wealthy, landed, and possibly even
important, just out of the goodness of his heart. Or so he
would have her believe. But Nya had taken the opportunity
all the same. After all… what other choice did she have?

s
Coming back to the present, Nya watched as the little
Dwarf slid from his chair and crossed the disorganised and
cluttered space. “Yeah, and don’t you forget that I know
where you come from, Nya. I helped you rise to nobility
here, and now look at us – we’re both Councillors, ain’t
we? We’ve both got a shot at becoming the Head of the
Stone Council of Caveborn. What great heights we’re
reaching…”
Or new depths. Nya thought about Martok’s greedy little
mind. “You don’t have to remind me of anything, Dwarf. I
know exactly what I did to get here. Just as I know the
sorts of things that you still do here.” The City Guard
raised her chin defiantly. She might have made some bad
decisions in the past, but she wasn’t going to let that get in
the way of what she had to do now.
“There is a young thief, a boy, more or less, who is new to
the city, but is already getting a reputation of being very
good at his, shall we say, craft? He stole something from
The Orc’s Head Inn just yesterday, and I want to know
who he’s working for, and what it’ll take to stop him.” Nya
allowed a touch of iron to creep into her voice.
The City Guard Captain watched as the Dwarf’s face
turned from shock to exaggerated outrage. “You don’t
think that I had anything to do with it, do you? Surely
not…” the Dwarf put a humble hand over his large chest,
swearing on whatever shrivelled and blackened heart he
had.
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“Cut the nonsense, Martok,” Nya grated, taking a step
forward and leaning in to stare the Dwarf straight in the
eye. “I know what I did to get where I am now – and that
means that I know exactly what sort of Dwarf you are.
There isn’t a shady deal in this city that doesn’t kick back
to you somewhere along the line. So? What was it? Who is
it?”
The Dwarf licked his lips nervously, his eyes darting to
and fro, before he sighed, turning back to his seat. “I really
don’t know what you’re talking about, Guard Captain,” he
said lightly. Just as Nya was about to scream in impotent
fury and hurl that keg of royal Spring Ale at the Dwarf’s
head, he cleared his throat once more. “But, speaking as
your friend, you might like to pay some more attention to
what Councillor Osonia Beilen is up to.” The Dwarf raised
his bushy eyebrows. “I’m not saying that she was behind
the little theft – no, not at all – but just that I heard that she
has been receiving messages from someone outside the
city.”
“What do you mean, Dwarf?” Nya growled. “Come on,
spit it out – you’re already halfway there.”
“I really don’t know,” Martok said, in apparent honesty
this time. (His nose twitched when he was being honest.)
“Just that Osonia gets a lot of mail delivered by personal
courier. And that Elf has done very well for herself in a
very short period of time.”
The Dwarf was right. Osonia Beilen had appeared near the
beginning of Caveborn, owning a patch of forest that she
allowed to be managed and cleared for settlers’ houses in
the future city. Now, her status and wealth afforded her a
seat on the Council, just the same as Nya and Martok had.
However, Osonia had no job, unlike Nya as Head of the
City Guard and Martok with his Emporium.
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“And you’re telling me that she had something to do with
these thefts?” Nya asked sharply. She didn’t put it past the
Dwarf to shift the blame onto another Councillor, just to
distract her and save his own neck.
Martok shrugged. “I’m just giving you my professional
word of advice, Councillor. Seeing as we’re old friends,
right?”
“Right,” Nya sighed heavily. It was probably the best that
she could get out of the Dwarf right now. “Thank you for
your co-operation, Councillor,” she added, ignoring the
simpering and pious look from the Dwarf as she made her
way back out into the Caveborn afternoon.
I’ve got plenty of opportunity to keep an eye on Councillor
Beilen over the next few days, the Human Guard Captain
thought. She knew that Osonia would be one of the
Councillors to attend the next caravan bringing settlers in
from the Cavern Tavern. Every caravan had at least one
Councillor on board to explain the ways of the new city to
the settlers on their journey overland, and it was Osonia’s
turn next.
I bet I could get on that same route as a guard. Caravans
always need guards. Nya squinted at the cityscape of
roofs. And then, if Osonia acts strangely, I’ll know that
Martok is telling me the truth. The Guard Captain nodded
at her plan. Yes. That was exactly what she would do.
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The Halfling whistled a little tune to himself as he took out
his frock coat (black velvet, lined with purple-and-cream
striped silk). The Lay of Jenny Ham, he thought the tune
was. The Halfling buttoned up the coat over his rounded
belly. It was such a lively little tune, that, and one that he
hadn’t heard since he was a young, hairy-footed Halfling,
growing up under the golden cornfields of home. Zingo
decided that he would have to hire a fiddler to play it
tonight over dinner. Or maybe he would hire two fiddlers,
he thought, picking up his favourite walking cane from the
rack by his office door (the cane with an emerald the size
of a quail’s egg on its pommel) and stepping out into the
dark streets of Caveborn.
Zingo was a rich Halfling. A very rich Halfling. What was
worse, perhaps, was that he knew it. He had managed to do
exceedingly well for himself since coming to Caveborn.
“Master Zingo, sir?” growled the heavy-set Dwarf outside,
a Dwarf almost as broad as he was tall, and with a metal
cap so low over his brow that it was almost a mask.
Zingo ignored him. How dare the guards ever actually
speak to him without his say-so? What on earth could they
have to say to someone as important and as powerful as
Zingo, the Head of the construction yard? When the Dwarf
said nothing more, but wearily stepped into line three steps
behind him, Zingo nodded, pleased. It couldn’t have been
that important, after all…
“Zingo?” A voice rasped in the darkness. It was a strange
shriek of a voice, almost like a child’s, but a child that was
ill or that had been abandoned to be raised by toads, or
something.
Oh, no. The Halfling sighed, attempting to walk a little
faster, while at the same time maintaining his proud and
extravagant demeanour.
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“Oh, Ziiiingo!” the voice called again, causing the Dwarf
bodyguard behind him to wince.
“Sir, do you want me to, uh…?” the Dwarf muttered,
looking over his (short) shoulder into the street behind
them. The offices of Councillor Zingo, the boss of all
constructors and labourers, stood in the centre of a square
finely cobbled with the best stones. It displayed the sort of
skill that the rest of the city had come to expect of Zingo’s
workforce, and such obvious skill was one of the reasons
why his services were so much sought after by every
business, guild, and wealthy settler in Caveborn.
“Who said you could talk to me?” the Halfling snapped at
the Dwarf guard, who scuffed his feet and hung his head. It
didn’t do to annoy Councillor Zingo. Not if you had eleven
Dwarf children at home and you wanted to keep them fed
with your wages. Zingo’s hiring rates and pay might be
excellent – but his firing rates were also phenomenally
high. If Caveborn was a slower city, or an older city, or
even just a smaller city, then Zingo would have been firing
more people than he was hiring. But here, the Halfling had
grown to prominence not only on Caveborn’s meteoric rise
to success, but also on its ever-increasing population from
which he could always pluck new dupes… er, workers.
“There you are, Master Zingo!” the voice shrilled once
again, and out of the darkness shambled a figure that
dwarfed (quite literally, in the guard’s case) both of them.
It was Gaugnir Slowstep.
“Councillor Gaugnir.” Zingo greeted his colleague and
(supposed) equal through gritted teeth. Anyone with even
half a brain would have been able to sense that the Halfling
hated this interloper. Not hated, the Halfling reflected. He
was more sort of appalled by the Trobit. Everything about
the lumbering Trobit was offensive to the aristocratic
Zingo. The Trobit never seemed to wear anything that
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didn’t show at least three stains and two tears, and the air
surrounding him was always peppered with the faint aroma
of eggs. The fact that Councillor Gaugnir was also the man
– or Trobit – to institute the street-sweeping service that
kept Caveborn tidy did nothing to warm the Halfling to the
overripe creature.
How on earth did someone like him get to be on the
Council? Zingo asked himself for the umpteenth time,
even though he knew the answer was as simple as it was
obvious. Gaugnir provided a service, and he and his semiliterate gaggle of fellow Trobit and Human street
sweepers, dustwomen and sewermen kept Caveborn
working. Without their constant work, the city would soon
suffer smells and sights best left undiscovered, and
Princess Tabitha had rightly rewarded the Trobit for his
services by giving him a seat on the Stone Council.
“Councillor Zingo, I am so pleased to catch up with you.
Have you heard the good news?”
You’re going to have a bath? The Halfling thought rather
disdainfully, wondering if he could hold one of his silk
handkerchiefs to his delicate nose without causing offence.
“It’s the Princess Tabitha! She’s so pretty, the Princess,
isn’t she?” Gaugnir paused, a wide and soppy grin on his
face.
“Yes, I suppose… But not really my, uh, height…” Zingo
shook his head, turning away and nodding to his Dwarf
bodyguard to follow. He still had to check on his
warehouses before he could order that personally-prepared,
roasted meal he had been dreaming of. It was just like
Councillor Gaugnir to track him down to impart such a
titbit of useless information, as if the whole of the city
depended on it! The Trobit is an idiot, the Councillor
thought…
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“And she’s going to select the Head of the Stone
Council!” Gaugnir announced, clapping his large gloved
hands in excitement.
“What?” Zingo froze in his tracks.
“The Princess. She’s very pretty.” The trash-Trobit goodnaturedly repeated.
“Not that bit, the other bit,” the Halfling said quickly.
“About the Stone Council that we’re both on together,” he
added helpfully.
“Oh, yes! The Princess told me she was to choose a new
Head of the Stone Council, as she is stepping down to help
us…” the Trobit’s brown forehead creased in agitation…
“‘help us govern ourselves,’ she said.” Gaugnir nodded to
himself.
“Really,” the Halfling said lightly, his heart starting to
race. “And what are the criteria? I mean, how does one
win?”
Gaugnir shrugged, as if it didn’t matter. To the poor,
simple-minded fool, Zingo thought, it probably didn’t.
Gaugnir had won his place on the Stone Council by being
indispensable to the city. As have I, in my own way. The
Halfling resumed his walk up the street, the
Councillor/trash Trobit galumphing in massive, cracked
leather boots right alongside him.
The Halfling tried to ignore him as he carried on walking
toward his line of warehouses, lost deep in thought. How
will the Princess select the Head of the Stone Council? he
wondered. Would it be by deciding which Councillor had
been the most valuable to the city of Caveborn? Zingo
rather thought that might be the case – it made the most
sense to him, after all – and as he walked on, he continued
his pondering.
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Without me, half of this city of Caveborn wouldn’t even
have been built! he congratulated himself. Without my
labour, my access to merchants and tradespeople the
realms over… A sudden, horrible thought crossed his
mind. But a lot of my labour comes from another of the
Councillors – Councillor Martok the Dwarf! Couldn’t the
Princess just as easily say that Martok is the most valuable
asset to Caveborn society, and deserving of being the
Head of the Council (and effective ruler of the entire city)?
And then there is the Guard Captain Nya, who keeps us all
safe, and the old Elvish General Rhys Lusys. He was an
old and very dear friend of the Princess Tabitha, and there
is every reason to suppose that she would choose him over
all the rest of us combined!
The Halfling’s mind raced. If value to the city was the
measure the Princess used, he knew that almost any of the
other Councillors could become the Head of the Council.
There was Osonia Beilen, the rich Elf who always seemed
to get things done; there was the Halfling Lani Maythorn –
no one had done more than she in feeding the settlers
coming into the city. Or the Princess could choose a
Human – Xavion Fenue, the explorer who was also
prominent in the Guild of Merchants, or the old seadog
Bogrod Salt, who controlled most of the docks and whose
boats brought fresh fish to the city every day!
The little Halfling’s heart pattered in worry. How was he
going to make sure that he won? How could he prove just
how influential he had been?
“Er… sir…?” grumbled the Dwarf beside him.
“I thought I told you to shut up!” Zingo exploded, raising
his eyes to utter his favourite words in the whole world –
“You’re fired!” – but before he could continue, his eyes
alighted on what his trusty bodyguard had been trying to
point out to him.
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The door to his largest warehouse stood open.
“What is the meaning of this?” the Halfling hissed,
clutching at his chest. Had someone broken in? Or had
some oaf of a warehouse manager forgotten to close and
lock the door? Well, Zingo knew precisely what he would
do. He would fire that sorry lump of frog-fart as soon as
the manager came in tomorrow morning, that was what he
would do. And the heavens help the poor sod if there was
any sign at all of anything stolen…
The Halfling rushed to the door to look inside, and stopped
in his tracks. Half the stock was gone. Where there should
be a warehouse full of glazed clay pots stoppered with
wax, now just over half of them were missing.
“I’m going to kill him,” Zingo breathed (meaning the
warehouse manager).
“The door was forced, I think, Zingo,” Gaugnir the Trobit
pointed out, poking at the remains of a broken hinge and
lock on the floor by the door.
“I’ll still fire him.” Zingo growled, as the Trobit sneezed
behind him.
“What’s that smell?” the Trobit rubbed his wet nose.
“Smells like perfume!”
“Only you would think that, Gaugnir.” The Halfling shook
his head. “What you’re smelling is lamp oil. I had the
biggest supply this side of the Fire Halls of the Dwarfs,
and not any lamp, candle or lantern is lit in the city without
its having been stocked with my lamp oil!”
“Oh. It’s going to be dark then.” Gaugnir shook his head
sorrowfully before suddenly smiling. “I can see in the
dark,” the Trobit informed his listeners cheerfully.
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“Good for you, Gaugnir. But not everyone in this city is a
Trobit. Besides, that is a lot of money that I have just
lost…” And what could anyone want with half a
warehouse full of lamp oil, anyway? Zingo shook his head.
The only consolation in all of this was that he might be
able to use this theft to make sure that Nya the City Guard
Captain didn’t get rewarded the position of Head of the
Stone Council. He could tell the Princess just how much
money he had lost, and how the Guard Captain had not
stopped the theft from taking place. If she couldn’t even
catch a thief, then how could she protect a young city?
Zingo smiled grimly to himself. His plans went a little way
to lifting his mood, although not so much as a few hundred
jars of lamp oil would have done.
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“Osonia!” Nya called out, running to catch up with the
caravan as its wheels rattled along the dusty path that
headed away from the city and into the wilds.
The caravan was comprised of a series of wagons, each
with three sections and pulled by a strong team of heavy
horses. Many of these wagons would form a single
caravan, and additional horses followed behind, to swap
out as the need arose. Nya knew from her time at the head
of the settlers’ caravans that on the outbound journey the
conveyance would be mostly empty, with some spare
armour, food and water, and camping equipment for when
they needed it. But on the return journey, these wagons
would be packed to the gunwales with families, explorers,
freebooters, couples and children. There would be Dwarf
families (always large) and Trobits (usually solitary), as
well as Elves, Green Elves, Humans and Halflings. Of
course, there were many routes into the city of Caveborn
that any migrant or settler might choose to use; but none
was so well-known as the route from the Cavern Tavern.
It has been thus ever since the unmasking of Dranor, Nya
thought as she jogged a little faster to catch up to the lead
wagon and, presumably, Osonia Beilen. It was after that
when the Cavern Tavern stopped being the most
dangerous inn in all of the Five Realms and became the
starting point to a new chapter for the world: the door to
the future, no less!
Now it was common knowledge that if you could get to the
Cavern Tavern in one piece (and in whatever state), then
there were regular caravans to carry you the rest of the way
down to the Dragon Run River and the new city of
Caveborn that sat like a diamond by the river. Nya didn’t
know how many settlers she had personally helped bring
into the city, but by now it must have been hundreds of
families. Each and every Councillor was doing the same.
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“Osonia!” Nya called again, this time seeing the dark hair
of the pale Elf, as soft and smooth as some finely-spun
silk, catching the sunlight. Nya grimaced. Her hair was
frizzy and wild, and always would be.
“Captain Nya?” the Elf turned to look for who was
shouting her name. “Is that you down there?” Osonia was
beautiful, Nya had to admit. She had none of the more
conventional beauty that the Princess Tabitha might have,
a sort of beauty that was encouraging and warming. No,
Councillor Osonia Beilen had that austere, dramatic beauty
that was better seen on statues or sung about in sonnets.
The sort that could make or break kingdoms, Nya thought
dismally, with her alabaster skin, and her green jerkin and
dresses, always immaculately presented.
“Yes, it’s me. Give me a hand up, will you?” Nya called,
grabbing Osonia’s surprisingly strong hand to jump up
beside her, into the lead wagon. There followed a few
frantic moments of settling and rearranging, and the two
women sought to make themselves comfortable behind the
Human driver as he calmed the horses.
“What are you doing here, Nya?” Osonia asked in a
slightly frustrated tone. “I thought the City Guard Captain
was supposed to, you know, guard the city. Or are you
trying to curry favour with the Princess?” she suggested
caustically.
She must have heard about the competition for the Head of
the Stone Council, Nya thought, and thinks that I’m here to
try to win some sort of respect from Princess Tabitha.
“No, I’m not trying to sway anyone, Osonia,” Nya
truthfully replied. “I have an important errand that I must
attend to,” which was also true. She thought sadly about
Tanelia Orisys, who had been her best friend, once. Now
Tanelia, one of the most feared Elvish soldiers in all of the
Five Realms, was a glorified bartender. Whether or not
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Tanelia is at last prepared to forgive me for past slights,
Nya thought, I have to come along to Cavern Tavern to
keep an eye on you!
“Well, I suppose that it will do us good to have another
capable fighter with us. Who knows when a band of Orcs
or rogue Trobits might attack these days?” Osonia
conceded.
“Yes, who knows?” Nya murmured, her heart still troubled
as she thought about her old friend.

s
Nya awoke in the middle of the night, her heart pounding.
She had been dreaming of an old campaign, back when she
was still fighting alongside Tanelia. A band of Orcs had
surrounded their camp at nightfall, creeping and crawling
up the rivers to attack them. Tanelia had been asleep, just
as Nya herself had been, trusting to the fact that the guards
would wake them if there was danger.
But the guards hadn’t wakened them, and Nya had roused
to screams and the smells of fire and blood.
“There are no Orcs around… It must just be that I’m out
here again,” Nya mused to herself, shaking her head. She
lay on the hard ground, the blanket under her full of lumps
as it lay on top of rocks and tufts of grass. To her side, the
dark shadow of the caravan wagons stood, immobile. The
sky was greying in the East and the stars were in retreat,
signalling that the day was about to begin. They would
arrive at the Cavern Tavern by midday, if all went to plan.
Snap. The sound of a branch cracking, and her old
warrior’s senses flared once more as she jerked fully
awake, eyes and ears straining to catch any clue of what it
might be.
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It’s probably just a wildcat or a bird or something, she
tried to tell herself, rolling over to grab the last few
precious moments of sleep – only to see that Osonia’s
bedroll was empty. In fact, it was carefully rolled up and
stacked, as if the Elf hadn’t gone to bed at all, or had
gotten up in the middle of the night.
“But we aren’t the ones on guard…” Nya thought, feeling
as though ice had been poured down her back as she
carefully pushed herself up from the floor and reached for
her short sword. It was her old service weapon, not the big,
showy great-blade that all Royal Guards carried in times of
war. This short sword was the length of her forearm, and
finely made by the best Elvish swordsmiths that the old
High King Orestes could find. It had sharp, tapered edges
and a wide blade to help slash and parry at close quarters,
and the Royal Guard carried their short swords everywhere
they went, and at all times.
It’s one of the few habits I’ve kept, Nya thought, drawing
the blade and pulling herself into a crouch as the grass and
dirt rustled with the crunch of approaching feet.
The City Captain tensed.
“Nya? Oh, good, you’re awake, are you? Well, can you tell
the drivers to get a move on, as I want to be there before
midday!” commanded the approaching person. It was
Osonia Beilen, and she didn’t look sleepy or tired, or even
as if she had missed any sleep at all. She wore her sturdy
leather jerkin and had replaced her dress with trousers. She
stood above the Human warrior, her smile brittle and cold.
“Yes? Is there something the matter?”
“You’re an early riser,” Nya managed to say, sliding the
blade under the blanket, wondering if the Elf had seen it.
Or were you off on nefarious business of your own last
night? the Human wondered.
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“Yes, I am,” Osonia Beilen rejoindered, “and so will you
have to be, if you want to be considered for the Head of
the Stone Council!” The Elf shook her head in apparent
frustration at Nya’s slowness, then turned to walk through
their makeshift camp and get on with the day.
Nya looked back the way Osonia had come. Was it from
that direction that she’d heard the sound of snapping twigs
– or had the noise come from somewhere else? And just
what had Osonia been doing out there, all alone in the dark
before morning, anyway?
Without any answers ready to hand, Nya knew that she
must content herself with keeping an even closer eye on
her fellow Councillor, and she did so, but uncovered no
great revelation during the rest of their slow and winding
journey that morning. Noon came, and as it did, they
turned down into the deep and rocky ravine that hid the
most notorious free house in all of the known world.
The Cavern Tavern.
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The Tavern hasn’t changed, Nya thought, as soon as she
stepped in the door. It was still the loud, noisy, smelly
place it always had been. The air was still smoky from
open fires and the strange substances emanating from the
pipes of passing seers and enchanters. The floor still
rumbled under the dancing feet of the Trobit mercenary,
and the drunken Dwarfs at their tables carried on with their
arm wrestling. The large oak tables still stood sturdily
despite the years of scarring, drink spillage, and bar fights.
The wooden beams in one corner were blackened from fire
and soot, marking one of the many times Orcs or
mercenaries had tried to burn the place down.
The Cavern Tavern still stood.
In fact, the only change about the place at all is the
number of people both inside and out, Nya thought as she
shook off the worst of the trail dust from her jacket. When
before the yard of the Cavern Tavern would have
contained a variety of horses and perhaps one or two
wagons, now it appeared that a small, tented hamlet had
grown up around the inn as, every day, more settlers
arrived to wait their turn for escort to the new city of
Caveborn. Tents of every colour and description jammed
the paddocks outside the Tavern, from round yurts to
conical tepees, military huts to what appeared to be little
more than piles of rags amongst the boulders.
“Out of the way! Come on – away with you!” There was a
thump as a Human warrior suddenly careened backward,
holding a sore hand, as Mrs. Nasty, the Dwarvish
proprietor sashayed through the crowd, one hand holding
high a rare plate of Dragon Eggs whilst the other clutched
a short cudgel. Mrs. Nasty wore an apron that, despite the
lurching, laughing, dancing, drinking and eating all around
her, was still in pristine condition. With a flourish, the
Dwarvish woman delivered the massive omelette to a table
of Elves. “That’s Chef Grimald’s best work yet, I promise
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you, good sirs,” she announced, before noticing Nya
standing in the hallway.
“Nya! What a pleasure to see you,” Mrs. Nasty beamed. “I
wasn’t expecting you…”
“Good day, Mrs. Nasty.” Nya smiled. The Human Guard
Captain had met the Dwarf woman during one of her trips
escorting settlers to Caveborn, and the two had begun to
build an easy friendship. Nya could tell that there was a lot
going unsaid with Mrs. Nasty, and suspected that the
Dwarf’s friendliness was based, at least in part, on the fact
that each time Nya visited, she carried away with her some
of the horde of settlers that continued to gather and camp
right outside the Dwarf proprietor’s front door.
A look of concern crossed Mrs. Nasty’s face for a moment
as she darted a glance towards the back rooms. “But, uh, I
am not so sure that everyone will be pleased to see you…”
she murmured as she took Nya’s coat.
Tanelia, Nya thought with a sigh. Well, it’s better to get
this done sooner rather than later. “I know, Mrs. Nasty, I
know... May I speak to her anyway?” she asked, as the
door banged open behind her and Councillor Osonia
Beilen entered.
“Of course, duckie, you go right ahead.” The Dwarf
nodded, then turned to Osonia. “Am I glad to see you,
Councillor! A new load of them turned up just last night,
and now there’s no pasture left for any of the horses. I’ll
call Keishara and Widdo up to help you load the caravan
after a spot to eat for you and your crew. What was it you
liked again, the eel pie, wasn’t it?”
“Thank you, Mrs. Nasty.” Osonia beamed. “That sounds
delightful.”
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Maybe I was wrong about her. Nya watched Osonia smile
and joke with Mrs. Nasty as she made her way to a table.
She appeared just like any other charming, intelligent Elf
maid surrounded by friends.
Surely she wasn’t up to no good. Martok must have been
lying about her. Nya grimaced, grinding her teeth as her
steps carried her through the bar area and into the back
room. If Martok the Dwarf had lied about Osonia to
distract Nya from the city of Caveborn, then what might he
be up to back there while she was gone?
Nya was so lost in the middle of these thoughts that she
didn’t even spot the Elf woman in the corner of the
storeroom, carefully stacking bottles of rare Elvish wine.
“Nya,” a voice said, and it wasn’t a very happy voice at all.
Nya, the Human Guard Captain and Councillor of the city
of Caveborn, looked up to see her old friend and comradein-arms, the once-disgraced Elf Tanelia Orisys, scowling at
her.
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Cr Belvedere

Cr Gaugnir
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Cr B. Salt

Cr L. Maythorn

Cr Nya

Cr Osonia

Cr Verelan Si

Cr X. Fenue

Cr Dathak Aul

Cr Martok

Cr Rhys Lusys

Cr Zingo
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“Order, if you please, ladies and Dwarfs and, er, Elves
and…” a small, worried sort of voice said from one end of
the table. Berk the Clerk was peering at a scroll that was
almost as wide as he was tall, squinting at his own spidery
writing as though it were impossible to read.
Oh, dear gods… sighed the old Elvish General, Rhys
Lusys. They sat in the hall of the Stone Council, ostensibly
calling a meeting to discuss the preparations for the
election of the new Head of the Council (which surely has
to be me, the old General thought), but so far the Acting
Head, Berk the Clerk, had only managed to get through the
introductory remarks.
How I yearn for the days of my sword in my hand, the sun
glinting off its blade and the wind in my hair… Rhys
sighed even more deeply, looking around the room as the
other Councillors bickered amongst themselves.

“No, absolutely not… I tell you it was that Nya’s fault.
After all, she’s the Guard Captain…” Zingo, the fat and
rich Halfling, was arguing with the much larger, but far
less sumptuously-dressed Dwarf, Martok. On the other
side of them sat the Trobit dustman, Gaugnir (happily
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excavating his own nose), as Lady Belvedere Stonefist, the
Dwarvish noblewoman, looked on, appalled.
Across the table, the Humans Bogrod Salt, the fisherman,
and Xavion Fenue, the explorer-merchant, glared with
barely-controlled rage at each other. It seems those two are
always at each other’s throats, the Elvish General
reflected. The only other two people who did not appear to
be arguing or fighting were the Green Elves, Verelan Si,
the Sorceress, and Dathak Aul, the Sea-General.
I hope that I don’t have to face that one in a fight, Rhys
thought of the horned Green Elf Sea-General, who sat
solid and brooding, although it would be a worthy battle!
Some of the old battle lust still sang within the old Elvish
General’s veins. Life had been so much simpler back then,
when all he had to do was take orders. If only the old High
King hadn’t had the audacity to up and die, then none of
this would be happening, he thought.
“…and if you don’t tell your Guild to back off from our
fishing lanes, I swear, you perfumed, primped up
little….!” the Elf became aware of Bogrod’s curses, fists,
crisscrossed with the scars of fishhooks and the bites of
water monsters, raised as he leant across the table and
nearly into Xavion’s face.
“Gaugnir! Really! Can you not keep your disgusting habits
to yourself!?” Lady Belvedere growled.
“What a waste of time…” Verelan Si played with a ball of
blue light in her hands.
“Erm, well, if you would excuse me, then maybe,
maybe…” Berk the Clerk muttered from his place at the
head table, exchanging one set of reading glasses for
another.
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Rhys Lusys had had enough of this charade. This was no
way to run the Stone Council, or the city. “Order! Order!”
He thumped one gauntleted hand on the table, causing
everyone’s drinks and plates to jump and clatter, and Lady
Belvedere to gasp. Seven pairs of eyes turned to glare at
him as Bogrod Salt rose from his seat in anger, one fist
outstretched.
“Point that finger at me one more time, Human, and you’ll
be fishing with one hand in the future!” Rhys snarled
savagely.
“That would match his half a brain…” Xavion Fenue
observed out of the side of his mouth.
“Why you little…” the broad Human fisherman flushed a
deep, incandescent shade of pink and looked about to
explode, when the door burst open as the last expected
Councillor rushed in. Neither Nya nor Osonia would be at
this meeting, of course, as they were away collecting
settlers.
The new arrival’s dark grey hair, topping the round face of
the Halfling Lani Maythorn, barely cleared the table. Still
wearing her apron and carrying her large wooden spoon,
the Halfling matron was one of the best cooks in all of
Caveborn. She had also been indispensable in arranging
the soup kitchens and the food markets, and managed most
matters relating to food throughout the city.
“Gentlemen! Gentlewomen!” she gasped, pausing to catch
her breath.
“You’re late.” Rhys Lusys was impatient, and abrupt.
“Oh, never mind that!” Lani looked around the room with
alarm. “There’s smoke pouring from the cellars!
Someone’s trying to set fire to the Keep!”
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As soon as she made her pronouncement, the old Elf’s
mind clicked into action. Yes, he could smell the smoke,
now that the doors to the Stone Council chambers were
open. How could he not have noticed it before?
As quick as a flash, he gestured towards Berk. “Protect the
Clerk!” he demanded. “Bogrod and Xavion, Dathak,
Martok… we need strong arms to halt the spread of the
fire. Go get yourselves axes and shovels and whatever else
you can find to start fighting it.” Rhys Lusys’s eyes
scanned the room. The Green Elf sorcerer. The rich
Halfling. The Dwarvish lady. The Trobit. The Trobit…!
“Gaugnir! Does your street cleaning team have access to
water?” he quickly demanded.
“Yes, yes of course we do, General-Elf-Sir!” The Trobit
gave a silly sort of salute, both of his hands slapping his
forehead at the same time. “My lads have built reservoirs
under the city, right next to the Shroom Nursery.”
“Good! Can you direct the water towards the fire? Pump
it? Organize bucket lines or something?” The Elvish
General felt his teeth grating. He needed to be away from
here. He had left the most important task to last, one he
trusted only to himself to get done.
“Leave it with me, Lieutenant-General-Captain, sir!” The
Trobit lurched to his feet and galumphed out the door at a
terrific pace. All around the Elf, the other Councillors had
leapt into action. He watched as Verelan Si bodily lifted
Berk the Clerk and set him behind her, her blue ball of
light now turning into a raging torch of blue flame. At her
side, the Lady Belevedere hiked up her skirts and drew
from some hidden compartment a small, but very viciouslooking, hand axe.
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“Never pays to leave home without protection,” the Dwarf
Lady asserted, having noticed the Elf’s rather amazed (and
amused) stare.
The Princess. The General’s heart hammered in time with
his panicked thoughts. The others will just have to survive
or die; but I must find the Princess Tabitha…

Fire poured out of the cellars of the Keep of Caveborn, a
red-hot inferno that couldn’t be quenched, no matter how
much river water gushed into it, channelled there by
Gaugnir and his assistants. Inside the Keep, the Dwarf
Martok surprised everyone by being incredibly useful in a
tight spot.
“My mother was born in a volcano!” cheerfully mentioned
the shady and corrupt Dwarf, wielding his axe and
chopping away at doors to make barricades, or rescuing
servants trapped in their rooms. At his side worked the
mighty Green Elf Dathak Aul, whose warlike demeanour
at first terrified those he meant to save. But soon, the sight
of him jumping through walls of flame to carry Humans
under his arms to safety became familiar to those
remaining in the Keep.
It was Bogrod and Xavion, the two Human Councillors,
who made the worst discovery. They were following on
behind the Dwarf and the Green Elf, offering succour to
those who needed it and dousing whole rooms with
buckets of water, when Xavion heard a strangled cry. It
was no Human sound, and it seemed to be coming from
the Main Hall.
“Bogrod! Someone’s trapped in the Main Hall!” Xavion
shouted, and without hesitation the old fisherman joined
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his former adversary to dash down the corridor and save
whomever was in danger.
“Sckryaar!” When they got there, no-one needed saving.
Instead, the discovery was far worse. A band of greenskinned creatures were crawling their way up through a
tunnel they had delved and into the middle of the Main
Hall. These beings had wickedly sharp teeth and tiny black
eyes. Their limbs appeared wasted, but they moved
surprisingly quickly – and they reeked of lamp oil.
“Goblins!” Bogrod roared as he became the first to bury
his hatchet into a Goblin’s skull.
The first Battle for Caveborn had begun.

“Princess?! Princess!!” Rhys Lusys called, his feet
pounding up the stairs of the Princess’s Tower. He hoped
against hope that, just maybe, today she had decided to go
riding, or to visit one of her kin on the Island of Topaz. But
no; he knew that the Princess would be up here, as she
always was, watching the city as she looked down with
worry and determination.
“Scrowl!” A green-skinned shape jumped out from a side
room, sinking its needle-sharp teeth into the General’s
arm.
“Argh!” Rhys smashed his shoulder and the arm to which
the Goblin clung against the stone wall of the nearest
passageway, causing the ferocious little creature to let go,
stunned, as the General hit it with a killing blow.
Goblins. The General’s heart filled with fury. Elf hates
Goblin in almost the same way as cat hunts bird. Their
enmity has been encoded into their very bodies.
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A howl erupted from his other side, and Rhys found
himself narrowly dodging a charging Goblin that carried
one of the castle’s banner poles, its point creating a
makeshift – but deadly – spear. A quick turn and a slashing
move from the Elf’s short sword, and the Goblin’s head
popped from its neck like a cork from a barrel.
“Rhys!?” The startled, terrified voice of Princess Tabitha
came from the balcony above him. “We’re under attack?”
“Stay back, Your Highness!” Rhys growled, watching as
the number of green-skins multiplied and spread into every
nook and cranny they could find. Goblins were like that,
very good at overwhelming and exploiting every little
crack and foothold.
There are too many, Rhys thought, staring down at the tide
of green heading towards him. I can hold them off for a
while, but then the Princess will die. Despairingly he
watched the screaming, caterwauling horde run and climb
and throw themselves forward at an ever-increasing rate.
Still, I can buy her some time, Rhys thought, opening his
mouth to shout, “Get to the top, Your Highness! Get as
high as you can, and use a flag to signal to anyone who can
see!” He took a step down the stairs, towards the greenskins.
“No, Rhys, don’t!” the Princess Tabitha wailed; but the
Green Elf had allowed his battle-lust to overtake him. He
would do everything within his power to protect his
Princess… and if he died in battle, well then, it would be a
fitting end to his long life.
The Elvish General Rhys Lusys took another step down,
raised his short sword, and prepared to do battle with an
army.
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Thock! An arrow hit one of the Goblins under Rhys Lusys.
The old Elvish General was drenched in green blood, but
the Goblins kept on coming. Two Goblins hung from his
forearm, and another seized onto his neck as he flailed and
swung at the horde ahead of him. So far, nothing had
managed to get past him. But it was only a matter of
time…
Thock! Another arrow.
Slash! Green skin burst apart under the whickering silver
of a fine Elvish war blade – and it wasn’t his. Suddenly the
way ahead of him cleared, and Rhys lifted tired eyes to see
assistance coming towards him. One was a tall Elf maid in
full armour – the plate segments of the old Royal Guard –
and beside her was Nya, using her short bow to fire
straight into the crowd and catch any fleeing Goblins.
I recognise that fighting style. Brash, angry… The General
startled. I recognise that Elf…!
“General Lusys,” the armoured Elf gestured behind him, to
where three Goblin had managed to crawl under his legs.
“Rargh!” The General stamped his armoured boot on one
and plunged his blade into another. Thock! One of Nya’s
arrows found the third.
“Tanelia Orisys!?” Rhys Lusys breathed in disbelief. It
was unthinkable to see her again, fighting side-by-side
with her one-time friend/one-time enemy, Nya!
“General Lusys, sir,” Tanelia panted with a quick nod as,
at last, all of the Goblins that had infiltrated the castle lay
dead.
“I am Councillor Lusys now, Tanelia. I never thought to
see you alive in this life again!” the General marvelled.
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“I never thought to be putting my life in her hands again.”
Tanelia glanced at Nya with a happy grin. It was clear to
the General that the two of them had come to an
understanding, even to forgiveness.
“The Princess?” Nya asked, peering up the stairwell.
“I am fine, Nya. Rhys managed to hold them off until you
got here. But… Tanelia? Is it really you? I don’t
understand…” The Princess Tabitha walked down the
steps towards them.
“It is I, and I am here, Your Highness, doing something
that I should have done five years ago,” Tanelia replied.
Slowly lowering herself to one knee, she offered the
Princess her blade, dripping with green ichor. Undaunted
by the blood and viscera, the Princess took the sword from
the Elf and, with the sword, gently tapped her new knight
on each shoulder.
“Arise, Lady Tanelia Orisys. You are welcome into my
Guard and to be my representative,” The Princess Tabitha
pronounced gravely, as tears sprang into Tanelia’s eyes.
“If it weren’t for Nya, I might never have returned,” the
Elf said. “But she made me see sense. She said that
Caveborn needs me… that you need me.”
“I do,” Princess Tabitha affirmed. Eyes brimming with
sadness, she continued. “What of the city? Of the people?
Did the Goblins spread far?”
“Not far, Princess.” A new voice rose from the corridor
below. Martok the Dwarf stood there, lame and bloodied,
with Dathak Aul at his side. Beyond them the forms of
Bogrod Salt and Xavion Fenue propped each other up, and
Lady Belvedere, Zingo, and Berk the Clerk were helping
Lani Maythorn to prepare bandages.
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“We got ‘em before they got to the Central Market.”
Martok sounded self-conscious, his voice gruff. “And that
Trobit, the one who smells like a dustbin, is the one who
actually saved the city. If he hadn’t flooded the
surrounding streets, the fire would have spread.”
“Yes, Your Highness.” Zingo gave an exasperated groan.
“As much as it pains me to say it, if you’re going to choose
the Head of the Stone Council based on who saved the
most people, then it has to be Councillor Gaugnir.” There
was muttered agreement and nods all around as Princess
Tabitha frowned at her trusted Councillors.
“Well, it is good to hear that you all can see past your own
merit. But that is not the name that I had come to believe
should belong to the Head of the Stone Council….”
All eyes fell on Rhys Lusys, and although there was a
natural amount of jealousy, not a one of them thought that
the old Elvish General didn’t deserve such an honour.
“Councillor Martok,” The Princess said.
“Why… what??” Martok himself was the first to stammer,
bedevilled and surprised.
“Martok,” the Princess repeated, “you’ve been here from
the start, and you’ve helped bring the city of my dreams
from plans into reality. All your trade deals, all your
labour, all of that land…” (If anyone saw a flinch from
Nya, no one commented on it as the Princess went on.) “I
know that you haven’t always been the most correct of
business Dwarfs, but I am hoping that this opportunity is a
chance for you to turn over a new leaf, Councillor Martok.
You are very well-respected in the city. People listen to
you. So… will you accept it? Become the Head of
Caveborn’s Stone Council?”
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There was absolute silence as all eyes fell on the Dwarf.
Martok shuffled his boots on the blood-stained floor,
looking first at his feet and then at the others. “I-I…” he
began, then started again. “I am honoured, Your Highness.
But I cannot accept the position.”
“You can’t mean that.” Tabitha’s carefully-composed
mask of grace and nobility fell into dismay.
“It just wouldn’t be right, Ma’am. I’ve been a bad Dwarf.
I’ve done bad things to get where I am.” His eyes looked
searchingly, appealingly, at Nya. “And it’s time that I said
‘sorry’. And meant it. Fighting that fire and those Goblins
reminded me of my dear old ma and my home mine. How
we didn’t have much, but we all looked after each other.
How we all enjoyed a good Goblin hunt, and returned to
drink grog together afterwards. I don’t know what
happened, but somewhere along the line the gold fever got
to me, and I started to care more about money than I did
about family. So I can’t accept it. I got to spend my time
making sure that I repay my debts and atone my sins.” The
Dwarf spoke eloquently and slowly, all trace of stammer
and nervousness gone as his heart finally settled.
“Well. I don’t quite know what I’m going to do now…”
the Princess began, as Zingo the Halfling piped up.
“I’ll take the job, Your Highness! I have construction
teams all the way across the city ready to start rebuilding
the Keep after this attack, and if I were the Head of the
Stone Council I could get it done so much faster…” he
claimed.
“No! I should be the Head,” snapped Bogrod Salt. “I have
been managing fleets of fishing boats and navies for years.
Many, many years. I can handle a little city.”
“Well, Your Highness….” Xavion Fenue chimed in,
twirling one tip of his small moustache, “I have some good
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contacts and allies throughout the Five Realms. If you
want Caveborn to thrive, you need me at the helm…”
There was a groan, and it was Rhys Lusys who threw his
gauntlet on the floor. “No one can protect this city like I
can,” he asserted. “I put my name forward as well.”
Nya opened her mouth to respond (as did Lady Belvedere
in the corner), but before they could speak there came the
sound of splintering wood and stamping feet. Fear and
excitement spiked through the group as they turned
towards the front door of the Keep, so recently barricaded.
Were they being attacked once more?
“Princess!” gasped a voice from a heavyset, small and
limping figure. A battleaxe nearly as tall and as wide as it
was served as its crutch. The Dwarf was nearly bald, had
only one eye, and his ancient leather battle armour was
soaked in mud and dried blood.
For a moment, no one recognized this haggard old warrior,
then…
“Mr. Nasty?” whispered Tanelia in awe.
“Aye, Elf,” his unmistakably angry brogue began. “I’m
back, and I’ve seen what a mess you’ve made of this new
city you all wanted to build. But we’ve no time for that.
I’ve found the Wizard, and he needs our help!”
“Of course. We can raise a team of knights and set out first
thing in the morning…” Rhys Lusys began.
“No, he needs our help now, Elf!” Mr. Nasty retorted in his
usual bad-tempered manner. “And I don’t know if it
matters if it’s just us, or if we have a whole army at our
back, to be honest. I just need a good team of swords that I
can trust and who can fight their way through anything…”
“I’ll go, if the Princess wills it,” Tanelia said immediately.
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“So will I. Maybe this is my chance to pay for my sins,”
Martok added humbly.
“And I.” Nya drew herself up to her full height. She had
lost all desire to become the Head of the Stone Council.
Martok was right. What truly mattered was family and
friends, not money and power.
“And if the Princess allows it, I suppose that I should go,
to make sure none of you ends up killing yourselves or
each other,” grumbled the General Lusys, although
secretly his heart was singing with the prospect of
adventure.
All eyes turned to the Princess.
“I will it, and I will allow it. Wait for but an hour, so that
Lani here can fix your provisions and Xavion can consult
with Mr. Nasty on the quickest roads to take.” The
Princess looked serious and grim. “Perhaps the Wizard
holds our answer. Maybe he is what we’ve been needing
all along. He was the one who first began the peace
process, back at the Cavern Tavern, and he might be the
one who can help this city to find peace. We still do not
know who set fire to the Keep, or how the Goblins got in
here…”
“Osonia,” Nya interrupted. “While I was at the Cavern
Tavern, talking to Tanelia and collecting the settlers,
Widdo Wanderfoot, the Halfling manager of the Cavern
Tavern, overheard Osonia talking to someone. She seemed
to be getting messages from people both here in the city,
and outside. When he asked her what was going on, she
struck him to the ground and fled… And that was when
Tanelia and I decided we had to come back here as fast as
we could. I think it was Osonia Beilen who was behind
this all along.”
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“She must have stolen the lamp oil from my warehouses to
start the fire!” the Halfling Zingo exclaimed angrily.
“And, yes, I can attest to the fact that Osonia Beilen had
been meeting with shady people,” Martok added, sadly.
“My…street friends intercepted messages to and from
someone who signed the letters with just a ‘D’.”
A chill wind seemed to blow through the room.
“Dranor?” The Princess Tabitha bit her lip. “I hoped he
had died.”
“He fled the Cavern Tavern during that battle years ago,”
Tanelia growled through her teeth. “I bet that this Osonia
has been working with Dranor to bring down this city,
Your Highness.”
This rang true to everyone’s ears, and it sounded appalling.
How much hate could one Elf lord have?
“Ride as soon as the preparations are completed,” the
Princess Tabitha said forcefully. “I will postpone
announcing the Head of the Stone Council until after the
Wizard has been returned. For now, we have an old friend
to rescue.”
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Find out what happens next, in the final, apocalyptic
instalment of the Five Realms saga. Look for Final
Frontier’s updates on the next game!
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